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Key Takeaways 

– Overall: We anticipate credit conditions in Asia-Pacific going into 2020 to be mixed. Lower 
official interest rates provide some relief but we are likely to see some decline in credit 
quality and rising defaults, particularly among nonfinancial corporates. 

– What's changed: Compared with a year ago, the trend of rising official interest rates has 
reversed. However, forecast GDP growth rates have also gone down. 

– Risks and imbalances: The greatest near-term risk is the strategic conflict between the U.S. 
and China, with its attendant impact on markets. Other top risks include corporate 
refinancing and market liquidity, property repricing, and China's debt leverage. 

– Financing conditions: Low rates continue to encourage bond issuance growth. However 
there is some widening in spreads between lower quality borrowers and higher rated ones. 

– Macroeconomic conditions: Policy uncertainty has increased globally due largely to slowing 
global growth and U.S.-China trade-technology tensions. This has led to weaker business 
sentiment and private sector investment. 

– Sector themes: 10% of rated corporates have a negative outlook bias. While the portfolio of 
financial services and government ratings have a net positive bias, this is largely driven by 
the positive outlook on the Japan sovereign. 

 

(Editor's Note: S&P Global Ratings' Credit Conditions Committees meet quarterly to review macroeconomic conditions in each of 
four regions (Asia-Pacific, Latin America, North America, and Europe, the Middle East, and Africa). Discussions center on 
identifying credit risks and their potential ratings impact in various asset classes, as well as borrowing and lending trends for 
businesses and consumers. This commentary reflects views discussed in the Asia-Pacific committee on Nov. 26, 2019.) 

It is a mixed outlook for credit conditions in Asia-Pacific going into 2020. Lower official interest 
rates (which, excepting Japan, are still in positive territory) are providing some sunshine in shoring 
up business and consumer confidence and delivering some debt-servicing relief to borrowers. 
However, we expect more rain in the form of declining credit quality and rising defaults particularly 
among nonfinancial corporates. Investor sentiment is likely to remain skittish, jumping between 
optimism and pessimism in response to breaking news. 

Financing conditions. Low rates continue to encourage bond issuance growth (through lower debt-
servicing costs) amid concerns of economic slowdown, political uncertainty, and global trade 
tension. While spreads are generally lower across the board, they have been widening between 
lower quality borrowers and higher rated counterparts, indicating investors' growing risk aversion.   

Economic conditions. Business confidence in the region remains weak in the midst of slowing 
global growth and U.S.-China trade tech tensions. As a response, policymakers have eased 
monetary and fiscal policy to support growth. Consumption and services continue to display 
resilience, but it remains to be seen how long they can hold up before being impacted by the 
spillover from manufacturing and investment. 

Sector trends. The overall net rating outlook bias has worsened to positive 0.1% in October 2019 
from +1.5% in August 2019. However, the nonfinancial corporate net ratings outlook bias declined 
to negative 9.8 % from -7.4%. Corporates are being challenged by slowing GDP growth, uncertainty 
over business conditions, tight sales margins, and, for some, tariffs. Profitability might be strained 
in the short term due to weaker end markets, and substantial research and development (R&D) and 
capital expenditure (capex) costs to upgrade to newer technologies eating into the margins. Banks 
& Insurers managed to sustain their high positive rating bias despite lower interest rates 
pressuring profitability.  
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Table 1 lists our top Asia-Pacific risks. 

Table 1  
Top Asia-Pacific Risks 

U.S.-China dispute dampens confidence 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

Trade and geopolitical tensions continue to dampen business confidence and weigh on growth forecasts. While a "mini-deal" between the U.S. and China seems 
possible, we do not think this will address the more fundamental dispute over technology, intellectual property and market access. Furthermore, sustained protests 
in Hong Kong, and responses by the U.S. Congress, layers complexity to ongoing U.S.-China trade negotiations. 

Credit differentiation affecting refinancing 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 
 

The region's credit cycle stages are mixed--China's has been slowing for years, Japan (like Europe) has negative interest rates, and other economies are in-
between. Central banks' more dovish stance imply a 'lower (interest rates) for longer' environment. While lower interest rates are contributing to a drop in the cost of 
funding for some investment-grade issuers, issuers of lesser credit quality face wider risk premiums as lenders turn selective. This may impact higher-yield 
borrowers accessing financing and US-dollar funding (tail risk). 

Property valuation correction stressing lenders 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

While there are still pockets of high property prices in the region, the low official interest rates should support loan affordability. Obviously, a worse-than-expected 
economic slowdown could push values suddenly down. 
 

China's high leverage hampers rebalancing 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 
 

It's a mixed picture for China's deleveraging and economic rebalancing plans. Deleveraging seemed to have paused. However, we do not expect a near-term return 
to previous high rates of credit growth particularly given the government's intention to control leverage of government-related entities. Beijing is continuing to 
promote more direct debt by local governments so as to delink local and regional governments from off-budget borrowings. 

Commodity volatility affecting sales and costs 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

Commodity prices seem to be stabilizing. Coal prices have adjusted to restrictions on China imports. Iron ore prices have declined on normalizing supply. Steel, 
copper, and aluminum prices will likely stay soft, while new capacity additions should keep the price of zinc low. 

Sources: S&P Global Ratings. 

* Risk levels may be classified as very low, moderate, elevated, high, or very high, and are evaluated by considering both the likelihood and systemic impact of such an event occurring over 
the next one to two years. Typically these risks are not factored into our base case rating assumptions unless the risk level is very high. 

** Risk trend reflects our current view on whether the risk level could increase or decrease over the next 12 months. 
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Regional Credit Conditions  
Slowdown Worries, Refinancing Risks 
What's changed? 

Official interest rates are lower, but so are forecast GDP growth rates. The slower GDP growth is 
impacting nonfinancial corporates. Investors remain concerned about China's trade and technology 
dispute with the U.S. (the new "Great Game"). 

Assessment of key risks 

Our top Asia-Pacific risks (see chart 1) have some overlap with our top global risks. 

1. U.S.-China dispute dampens confidence (high, unchanged) 

Trade and geopolitical tensions continue to dampen business confidence and weigh on growth 
forecasts. While a "mini-deal" between the U.S. and China seems possible, we do not think this will 
address the more fundamental dispute over technology, intellectual property and market access. 
Furthermore, sustained protests in Hong Kong, and responses by the U.S. Congress, layers 
complexity to ongoing U.S.-China trade negotiations. (Chart 1 illustrates U.S. tariffs effective Dec. 
15, 2019). 

2. Credit differentiation affecting refinancing (high, unchanged)  

The region's credit cycle stages are mixed--China's has been slowing for years, Japan (like Europe) 
has negative interest rates, and other economies are in-between. Central banks' more dovish 
stance imply a lower for longer environment (see chart 2). While lower interest rates are 
contributing to a drop in the cost of funding for some investment-grade issuers, issuers of lesser 
credit quality face wider risk premiums as, some lenders turn selective. This may impact higher-
yield borrowers accessing financing and US$ funding (tail risk). 

3. Property valuation correction stressing lenders (high, improving) 

While there are still pockets of high property prices in the region (see chart 3), low official interest 
rates should help support loan affordability. Obviously, a worse-than-expected economic slowdown 
could push values suddenly down. 

4. China's high leverage hampers rebalancing (elevated, unchanged) 

It's a mixed picture for China's deleveraging and economic rebalancing plans. Deleveraging seemed 
to have paused (see chart 4). However, we do not expect a near-term return to previous high rates 
of credit growth particularly given the government's intention to control leverage of government-
related entities. Beijing is continuing to promote more direct debt by local governments so as to 
delink local and regional governments from off-budget borrowings. 

5. Commodity volatility affecting sales and costs (elevated, improving) 

Commodity prices seem to be stabilizing (see chart 5). Coal prices have adjusted to restrictions on 
China imports. Iron ore prices have declined as on normalizing supply. Steel, copper, and aluminum 
prices will likely stay soft, while new capacity addition should keep the price of zinc low. 

We do not consider the following risks as region-wide: 

– Hong Kong risk. The escalation of protest violence in Hong Kong and its repercussions has 
increased economic and political risks. Disruption to transport and business activities has 
affected the services sectors – most directly tourism, retail and domestic consumption. In the 
event such developments and related uncertainties persist, they could chip away at Hong 
Kong's long-term growth potential and attractiveness as a financial services hub. (For further 
discussion, see "Hong Kong 'AA+/A-1+' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Stable," published Oct. 8, 
2019; "Hong Kong Protests Push Local Firms Into Unfamiliar Turf," published Oct. 9, 2019; and 
"Hong Kong's Policy Environment Challenges Are Manageable For Banks," published Oct. 29, 
2019). Our current base case is that the spillover effect on other Asia-Pacific economies is likely 

Slower GDP growth is 
impacting corporates. 

https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42653356&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42657259&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=42857630&From=SNP_CRS
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to be limited. Tangentially, the Hong Kong Human Rights And Democracy Act by the U.S. 
Congress complicates the China-U.S. trade relationship. 

– Indian finance company contagion. Many finance companies in India have lost more than half 
of their equity value in the past year, and credit markets are charging huge premiums on debt 
issued by the riskier finance companies. However, this is not a contagion risk beyond India. 

– Japanese bank profitability. If the Bank of Japan (BOJ) intensifies its negative interest rate 
policy by cutting rates by a further 0.1 percentage point, the core operating profit before loan 
loss provisions at major banks and regional banks will decrease by 6% and 21%, respectively. 

Chart 1 

U.S.-China Trade Dispute  
Goods tariffed under list 4B 
 

 

 
 
Source: United States International Trade Commission Dataweb. 
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Chart 2  Chart 3  

Central Bank Policy Rates 

Asian central banks follow suit in lowering rates 
Asia-Pacific Residential Property Price Indices 
Property prices largely moving sideways 

  
SAR--Special Administrative Region. Source: Bloomberg. SAR--Special Administrative Region. Source: Bank for International Settlements. 

Chart 4 Chart 5  

China Debt Growth Trajectory 
Still growing but slower 

Commodity Prices  
Commodity markets calm down 

  
Source: Bank for International Settlements. NYMEX--New York Mercantile Exchange. LME--London Metal Exchange.  

COMEX--Commodity Exchange. Source: S&P Capital IQ. 
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Financing Conditions  
Lower Rates Favor Issuance 
Key assumptions 

Low rates continue to favour bond issuance at the expense of bank profitability. Following 
the Fed's first rate cut since 2008, issuance continues to grow for the quarter in Asia-Pacific, 
especially China. The lower rates have supported issuance growth (through lower debt-servicing 
costs) in the region amid concerns about an economic slowdown and other downside risks 
including political uncertainty and global trade tension. Whether the new rate cut will continue to 
boost issuance in the region remains to be seen. Persistent low rates will likely continue to weigh on 
bank profitability. Meanwhile, emerging-market investors continue to hunt for yield though they 
will likely be increasingly selective in their asset allocation, whether on a geographic or a quality 
basis. 
 

Lending conditions remain supportive despite deteriorating economic growth prospects. 
Favorable lending conditions for the time being, primarily through lower rates, will continue to 
support issuance in the short-term, especially for high-quality borrowers that are more resistant to 
volatile financial markets and declining economic growth prospects. Emerging markets financing 
conditions remain supportive. 

Key risks 

Average yields for bond issuance dip after central bank cuts, but risk aversion persists. 
Spreads are generally low across the board (Chart 6) compared with the prior quarter with a 
widening risk premium. This is illustrative of investors' growing risk aversion and increasing 
preference for issues of higher credit quality. 

What to look for 

Increase in issuance. Asia-Pacific saw about $1.5 trillion in corporate bond issuance so far this 
year (as of Nov. 18, 2019), surpassing the record $1.3 trillion issued in 2016 through November 
(Chart 7). The increase in issuance is likely due to the lower rates. We expect global bond issuance 
to grow by 12.7% this year and roughly 4% next year given that markets may have leeway for easier 
monetary policy and a dwindling supply of amply yielding safe assets globally. China's bond 
issuance has been a major driver of the overall expansion so far in 2019, and will likely ease 
somewhat in 2020 (see "Global Financing Conditions: Bond Issuance Is Expected To Grow 12.7% In 
2019 And 4.2% In 2020," published Oct. 29, 2019). Nonetheless, these changes are largely in 
response to slowing economic indicators globally, as well as increasingly volatile market reactions 
to lingering geopolitical stressors--both factors we believe will continue through 2019.  

Chart 6 Chart 7 

U.S. Spreads By Rating Category Asia-Pacific's Cumulative Corporate Bond Issuance 

  
Note: Option-adjusted spreads computed on a pool of over 20,000 U.S.-domiciled bonds 
with par values of over US$100 million that are rated by S&P Global Ratings.  
Data as of Nov. 18, 2019. Source: S&P Global Ratings; Thomson Reuters. 

Data as of Nov. 18, 2019. Source: S&P Global Ratings; Thomson Reuters. 
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Macroeconomic Outlook 
The Cost Of Uncertainty 
(Editor's Note: The views expressed in this section are those of S&P Global Ratings' economics team. While these views can help to 
inform the rating process, sovereign and other ratings are based on the decisions of ratings committees, exercising their analytical 
judgment in accordance with publicly available ratings criteria.) 

What's changed? 

Policy uncertainty remains high due to trade and technology tensions and increased populism. In 
turn, business confidence has been eroded and firms are cutting back on investment growth. 
Household spending growth, which has been resilient, is beginning to soften. In response, 
policymakers have eased monetary and fiscal policy to support growth. 

Key assumptions 

Major advanced economies slow gradually but avoid recession. Policy easing and steady 
domestic demand--especially consumption in the U.S.--should limit the dip in growth in 2020. 

Asia-Pacific grows below trend in 2020. Uncertainty will keep investment subdued and 
households will become more cautious. In turn, inflation will stay low and below central bank 
targets in many cases. 

China keeps slowing. In the face of structural downward pressures, policymakers will tolerate 
another moderate decline in growth to just below 6% in 2020. Trade and technology tension with 
the U.S. will persist as a "phase 2" deal proves difficult to finalize. 

Policy rates stay low. Asia-Pacific's rate cutting cycle is likely to be nearer the end than the 
beginning but a renewed phase of tightening is a long way off. As well as low inflation, "neutral" 
rates appear to have declined across the region. 

Key risks  

U.S.–China trade-tech escalation. Both sides remain far apart on the key structural issues of 
market access and "fair competition" and the politics remain unpredictable. 

Financial stress in China. Pockets of financial stress in the financial system and among corporates 
could emerge as growth continues to slow. Small financial institutions and highly leveraged firms in 
overcapacity industries remain vulnerable.  

What to look for  

Impact of policy easing. Real interest rates have fallen much less sharply compared with policy 
interest rates as neutral rates are low. This means monetary policy traction is lower and that 
policymakers have limited space to respond to economic shocks. The effectiveness of ongoing 
fiscal easing will influence the 2020 outlook as well.  

Chart 8  Chart 9  

Investment Growth Slowing Across Region Cumulative Easing In Asia 

  
Source: CEIC and S&P Global Economics. Source: CEIC, Regional central banks, and S&P Global Economics. 
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Sector Trends  
Corporates Falter, Banks & Insurers Endure  
The overall net rating outlook bias has declined to positive 0.1% at October 2019 from +1.5% in 
August 2019. Banks & Insurers managed to sustain their high positive rating bias against the 
backdrop of lower interest rates negatively impacting their profitability. Japan's positive sovereign 
outlook has ensured that systemically important banks & insurers have retained their positive 
outlooks leading to significant positive bias in their respective broader sectors. 

However, nonfinancial corporate sectors are being challenged by slowing economic prospects, 
uncertainty over business conditions, tight sales margins, and, for some, tariffs. This is especially 
so for autos, capital goods, consumer products, technology and telecoms. Profitability might be 
strained in the short term due to weaker end-markets, prolonged global weakness and substantial 
R&D and capex costs to upgrade to newer technologies (5G rollout, electric cars, online retail 
platforms) eating into the margins.  The corporate net ratings outlook bias declined to negative 
9.8% from -7.4%. 

What's changed? 

Corporates slightly worse. The sectors with the most negative rating bias are autos, capital goods, 
consumer products, technology and telecoms. This is due to a mix of soft sales, competition, higher 
input costs and the escalating impact of tariffs on Chinese exports to the U.S. 

Australian banks better, rising leverage risks for LRGs. Negative outlooks on the Australian banks 
were recently revised to stable, following the regulator's announcement concerning loss-absorbing 
capital. For Public Finance, rising leverage risks--especially for local and regional governments 
(LRGs) in China--are cutting into an otherwise positive bias. Low interest rates has prompted a 
revisit on insurers' risk appetite. 

Key assumptions 

Continued low rates. Interest rates will stay low all the way through next year and probably into 
2021. The same holds for global monetary policy settings. 

Key risks 

Trade, liquidity, high debt. The clear-and-present risk is an escalation of the U.S.-China strategic 
conflict. Falling interest rates may not be enough to soften the ride amid an economic slowdown in 
China, geopolitical uncertainty, and diminishing corporate revenue and profit prospects. Other risks 
include breakdowns in market liquidity and property markets, and the longstanding overhang of 
China's high debt leverage. 

What to look for 

Confidence, refinancing risk. Softening business and consumer confidence could affect demand, 
and tightening lending conditions may undermine issuers' ability to manage refinancing risks. 

(We calculate the net rating bias by deducting the percentage of negative outlooks and CreditWatch 
listings against the percentage of positive outlooks and CreditWatch listings. A minus figure 
indicates that the former exceeds the latter; and a positive figure, vice versa.) 

  

Overall net rating  
bias has worsened 
and is moving toward 
negative territory. 
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Chart 10 
Net Outlook Bias Distribution Of Asia-Pacific Issuers By Sector, Oct. 31, 2019 

   
REITS--Real estate investment trusts. Source: S&P Global Ratings.  
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Nonfinancial Corporates  
Demand Drops, Growth Slows 
– Demand uncertainty and competitive pressures indicate a worsening outlook for some 

industries amid slower economic growth. 

– Sectors with the most negative rating outlook bias are autos, capital goods, consumer 
products, telecoms, and technology. 

What's changed? 

Slowing demand. The sectors with the most negative rating outlook bias are autos, capital goods, 
consumer products, telecoms, and technology. Weak sales and high R&D are cutting automakers' 
earnings. Slowing growth momentum across APAC and trade uncertainties could damage end-
markets and the profitability of capital goods companies. Intense competition, product 
development, and higher input costs are squeezing consumer product margins. While aggressive 
pricing strategies are denting profits of telecom companies, tariffs on major Chinese IT exports to 
the U.S. are expected to further dampen technology demand. 

Key assumptions 

Moderate sales. Possibly lower growth in auto, capital goods, food staples, real estate 
development, retail, and technology. Some growth is likely in cosmetics, sportswear, healthcare, 
and telecommunications. 

Lower oil prices. Comparatively lower crude oil prices could be positive for refining, chemical and 
transportation companies. However, prices remain exposed to risks arising from abrupt geopolitical 
events. International Maritime Organization 2020 regulations, once they kick in, should boost 
margins for refiners. 

Key risks 

Fragile consumer sentiment. Further slowdown in demand (for example, if China's GDP growth is 
below expectations) would compound the challenge facing corporates in Asia Pacific. 

Trade tariffs. The greatest risk over the next six to nine months is the strategic conflict between the 
U.S. and China. The dispute is dampening sentiment among investors as well as lenders, 
consumers, and companies. 

Higher input costs, weaker profits. To invest in R&D as well as implement newer technologies will 
take a substantial hit on the margins in the short term. 

Liquidity and refinancing risks. These remain key risks for smaller players, amid a tightening 
capital market and slack demand. Larger players are better placed in terms of bank loans and 
capital market access. 

What to look for 

Business confidence. China continues to be the growth engine for Asia-Pacific economies and 
commodities. Any economic shock emanating from China or other major economies would dampen 
business and consumer confidence. 

Financing headwinds. While official interest rates are expected to go lower or remain the same for 
most economies in the region, we see stress on interest spreads and also, to a certain extent, 
liquidity for the more leveraged corporates. 
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Financial Institutions  
Outlook Slower, Ratings Stable 
– Most rating outlooks are stable and we expect this trend to persist in 2020.  

– The greater number of positive outlooks compared to negative outlooks is mainly due to the 
impact of the positive outlook on the Japan sovereign rating on Japanese banks. But for this 
factor, the regional net positive bias would be close to 0.  

– High private sector debt, elevated asset prices, and property sector risks pose threats.  

What's changed? 

Central banks are more dovish. While lower rates will assist borrower affordability in the slower 
economic growth environment, it will negatively impact bank profitability, contribute to higher 
asset prices, and potentially encourage lending to marginal borrowers.  

The corporate sector is facing challenges. Financial institutions' asset quality may eventually 
deteriorate as corporates are being challenged by slowing GDP growth, uncertainty over business 
conditions, and tight sales margins.  

Key assumptions 

Slower macroeconomic outlook. The cyclical downturn in Asia-Pacific trade will continue to impact 
regional economies in 2020.  

No significant increase in geopolitical stress. Our current base case is that the spillover effect 
from the Hong Kong SAR protests on other Asia-Pacific economies is likely to be limited.   

Governments remain supportive. In contrast with Western Europe and the U.S., systemically 
important banks in most jurisdictions will likely benefit from government support.  

Key risks 

High debt, elevated asset prices. High private sector indebtedness and high asset prices amid a 
protracted low interest rate environment across much of the region. These factors set the stage for 
a potential deterioration in credit quality.  

Property sector risks.  Banks' high exposure to property, high property prices, and corporate-
sector property risks are a risk for future asset quality.  

What to look for 

Asset quality may fade. The regional slowdown means that banks may see a slight erosion in asset 
quality ratios during 2020, noting that asset quality in Asia-Pacific compares favorably to other 
regions. Nonperforming assets in India--a negative outlier--will remain high. 

Capital and earnings relatively stable. Earnings and capital should remain supportive of ratings at 
current levels.  
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Insurance  
Market Volatility Threatens Profits 
– Low interest rates prompt revisit on insurers' risk appetite. 

– Slower economic conditions and volatile capital markets likely to slow growth and profits.  

– Regulatory and accounting frameworks may alter business and capital management 
strategies, and raise compliance costs. 

What's changed? 

Low interest rates. Following official interest rate cuts, insurers will need to revisit their 
investments strategies and pricing assumptions. Particularly so for life insurers as lower interest 
rate trends may hike loss-reserve provisioning, impacting earnings. While some insurers may limit 
their provision of guaranteed investment returns on their policies, some may increase credit risk 
appetite by investing in longer duration assets, or invest down the credit curve.  

Slower growth and volatile capital markets. Fundamental demand for insurance remains strong 
given still-low penetration within the region. However, slower economic activity may cut demand for 
trade-related insurance policies (marine cargo & credit). Recent hikes in equity market volatility on 
rising trade tensions will dent some insurers' profits. Forex volatility may affect insurers in Taiwan, 
Japan, and Korea with sizable overseas investments.  

Key assumptions 

Capital buffers. Built up retained earnings and moderate liability guarantees had shored up capital 
buffers to absorb recent market volatility. However, recent typhoons in Japan has dented earnings. 
We anticipate most of the losses will be absorbed by the global reinsurance markets. With the 
increased frequency of natural catastrophes within Asia-Pacific over the last two years, the 
prospective cost for catastrophe coverage may translate into rate hikes in the upcoming 
reinsurance renewal season.  

Asset growth.  The chase for yield may prompt insurers to undertake more credit risk and buy less-
liquid investments. In China, insurers' greater exposure toward equity markets and investment in 
banks' perpetual bonds present downside risks. The higher correlation between insurers and banks 
increases sensitivity to economic risks with mounting concentration risk.  

Key risks 

Offshore investments. More aggressive overseas investment exposes insurers to greater balance-
sheet volatility. Insurers with unhedged offshore buys could see forex volatility. Amid low interest 
rates, we expect hedging costs to rise.  

Nonmodeled risks. Urbanization and changing weather patterns will require insurers to revisit their 
catastrophe budgets, potentially affecting reinsurance arrangements. The recent devastating 
typhoons that hit Japan provide a timely reminder of the need for such rethinks. With cities 
becoming denser--particularly China's coastal cities--we may see greater financial loss amid 
catastrophes for the insurance sector. It also means new opportunities for reinsurers to provide 
calibrated covers. 

Regulatory changes. Evolving regulatory developments may lead to changing business and 
investment strategies. Changing regulations will mean increasing compliance costs and human 
resources. 

What to look for 

Yield chase to pick up. With interest rates set to stay low, the push for yield among insurers will 
likely increase, translating into larger appetites for credit and market risks. With funding costs 
likely to tread lower, insurers may seize the opportunity to shore up capital.  

Primary contact 
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Public Finance  
Divergent Credit Development 
– China's fiscal expansion poses risks to the budgetary performance and debt position of LRGs. 

– Australian state governments' fiscal positions are weakening as consumption and transaction-
based taxes soften. Further, governments are ramping up infrastructure spending, driving debt 
higher. 

– The consumption tax rate hike in Japan is likely to help its LRG sector to sustain its budget 
surpluses and reduce its debt.  

What's changed? 

High positive bias declining. Positive rating outlooks on sovereign ratings of New Zealand and 
Japan drive a current positive bias, but rising leverage risks--especially for local and regional 
governments (LRGs) in China--are cutting into that positive bias.  

Japan's rate hike. Japan raised its consumption tax to 10% in October 2019, against which the 
central government places efforts in moderating GDP contraction. 

Key assumptions 

China and Australia to continue fiscal initiatives. China's authorities have initiated a series of tax 
cuts to promote economic growth, accordingly some LRGs may find their revenue bases and 
budgetary balances coming under greater stress. Mitigants include China's still cautious steps to 
revive public investment growth with the objective of delinking off-budget borrowings. In Australia, 
record infrastructure spending will raise borrowing amid weaker economic and fiscal conditions. 

Japan LRGs more resilient to economic slowdown. Japanese LRGs' revenues and expenditures are 
less sensitive to GDP contraction, thus we expect the hike in consumption tax will help the LRG 
sector sustain its budget surpluses and reduce its debt.  

Key risks 

Revenue pressure. If economic conditions deteriorate or persist longer than we currently expect, 
then some LRGs may find their revenue bases and budgetary balances coming under greater 
stress. 

Off-budget borrowing in China to support growth. If China's economic growth decelerates rapidly, 
LRGs' off-balance sheet debt may spike again, resulting in weaker transparency and another hike 
in LRGs' debt burden. 

If the credit cycle turns. Tighter credit conditions could weigh on economic growth, LRGs' 
budgetary balance, and liquidity buffers. 

What to look for 

Policy shifts if growth weakens. The response of local governments should economic performance 
weaken more than expected will be to push for more aggressive fiscal expansion, affecting longer 
term credit trends in the LRG sector.  
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Sovereign  
Growth Concerns Increase 
– Credit risks from trade tensions remain an issue. 

– Risks to economic and fiscal performances could increase if global economic growth slips 
materially. 

– Lower expectations of developed market interest rates provide some cushion for sovereign 
credit quality. 

What's changed? 

Possible pause in trade dispute, but deteriorating Sino-U.S. relations create uncertainties. The 
threat of more tariff hikes between the U.S. and China appears to have moderated with signs that 
an agreement to ease trade tensions might be close. However, comments on China made by U.S. 
officials remain negative and suggest that bilateral relations between the two largest economies in 
the world will continue to deteriorate. The strain in this key relationship is likely to weigh on investor 
and business sentiment. 

Lower developed-market rates ease pressure on emerging markets. The swift change in 
developed-market interest rate trends has seen investors searching for yield in emerging markets 
again. Concerns about capital outflows from emerging markets have eased somewhat as a result. 

Key assumptions 

Growth slowdown in major economies will be gradual. Despite the continuing uncertainties, the 
economic slowdown in key economies in Asia-Pacific will be moderate. Stimulus measures 
undertaken by governments to offset pressures will not materially weaken credit metrics in most 
cases. 

Evolution of U.S.-China relations will not cause serious market disruptions. Measures coming 
out of the two countries will not elevate uncertainties that could create risk aversion toward 
emerging economies that will offset the cushion to credit quality due to the easier global monetary 
environment. 

Key risks 

Sudden capital swings possible. A sharp deterioration in international and domestic politics could 
still trigger investor risk aversion. Abrupt reversals in capital flows remain a risk. This risk is larger 
where, in response to lower global interest rates, governments ease domestic funding conditions to 
increase leverage either in the public or private sector. 

Reversal of China's deleveraging. If economic or labor market pressures mount, China's 
deleveraging policy could reverse. Sovereign credit support is likely to weaken due to the growing 
risk of financial instability, with negative implications for other sovereigns in the region. 

What to look for 

Geopolitical and economic risks. Higher tensions in the Middle East could sour investor sentiment 
and threaten energy prices. This standoff may also affect North Korea's attitude on further 
negotiations. 

  

U.S.-China tension 
still the key risk. 
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Structured Finance  
Slower Growth, Households Cautious  
– Stable employment trends across major securitization markets remain the key factor in the 

stable outlook for consumer related assets (mortgages, auto loans and consumer finance). 

– Housing markets across the major securitization markets are generally stable. 

What's changed?  

Housing markets. Policy settings in China are keeping a rein on housing markets. In Australia, 
housing markets look to have turned a corner with house price growth expected in the coming year.  

Slowing economic growth in China, trade tensions ease (for now). While there are signs of 
stabilization on trade issues, China's slowing growth together with trade tension pose a threat to its 
real economy, and contribute to uncertainty in the region.  

Flooding caused by Typhoon Hagibis may hit apartment loan transactions. Widespread flooding 
may have led to severe damage to certain apartment properties backing securitization transactions 
in Japan. The possibility of negative impact on a transaction from natural disasters rises with the 
level of concentration of the underlying assets. 

Key assumptions 

Stable employment. Ratings performance should be stable, given steady employment and stable 
(albeit slower) economic growth. 

Key risks 

Household indebtedness. We are monitoring household indebtedness in China as mortgage and 
consumer debt have spiked, albeit with aggregate leverage still at low levels by global standards. 
Australian households continue to carry high levels of debt that may see resilience tested in the 
event of a severe shock to the economy. Recent interest rate cuts could see more leverage for 
households as well as flowing through to house price growth. Across all markets, the ability to 
maintain stable employment and continued income growth amid many challenges will affect debt 
serviceability. 

Japan's consumption tax increase may slow household spending, and economy. The tax increase 
in October 2019 could affect the economy despite government efforts to mitigate any negative 
impacts by subsidizing non-cash purchases with reward-point programs. 

Global slowdown may be sharper than expected. The extent of the impact on unemployment 
would be reflected in loan arrears and defaults as well as consumer confidence and spending. 

What to look for  

China's slowdown. China's slowdown, if continued, may worsen employment, potentially 
worsening loan performance. Currently, the highly diversified obligor's profile and rapid 
accumulation of credit enhancement with fast loan paydown will underpin stable performance 
across transactions. The divergence among issuers in residential mortgage-backed securitization, 
and auto finance companies' continued penetration into lower-tier cities, however, deserves a close 
watch for the impact on loan quality in the next 12 months. Whether the recent deterioration in 
credit card performance, which could be attributable to some regulatory moves to contain risk, 
could stabilize would also give insight to the robustness of the consumer credit industry amid 
increasing household leverage. A severe or sharp slowdown in China would also have flow-on 
effects to other markets in the region.   
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This report does not constitute a rating action. 

 

S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the 
Corporations Act 2001. S&P Global Ratings' credit ratings and related research are not intended for and must 
not be distributed to any persons in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the 
Corporations Act). 
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Appendix 1: Ratings trends  
 
Table 2 

Net Rating Bias Of Asia-Pacific Issuers By Sector, Oct. 31, 2019  

 Oct.  
2018 

Feb.  
2019 

May  
2019 

Aug. 
2019 

 

  31 Oct. 2019 No. of 
entities 

Notional  
average 
rating 

Auto OEM and suppliers -6% -6% -9% -18% -17% 35 BBB 

Building materials 14% 0% 6% 12% -6% 17 BBB- 

Business services -9% -8% -13% -23% -15% 13 BB- 

Capital goods -11% -12% -15% -15% -15% 41 BBB 

Chemicals 2% -3% -5% -2% -18% 40 BBB- 

Consumer products -5% -11% -11% -18% -19% 37 BB+ 

Diversified 0% 0% 7% 7% 6% 16 A- 

Hotels, gaming and leisure 
8% 0% 0% 

-25% -31% 16 BBB- 

Media and Entertainment -17% -29% 7 BB+ 

Healthcare -11% 0% 0% 0% -11% 9 BB 

Investment company 0% 0% 0% 0% -9% 11  BBB+ 

Metals and mining -3% -3% 2% -2% 2% 62 BB 

Oil and gas -3% -6% 3% -3% -9% 34 BBB+ 

Project finance 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0 -- 

Real estate development -4% -5% -3% -8% -12% 92 BB- 

Real estate investment trusts -2% -4% 0% 2% 2% 55 A- 

Retail 0% 6% 0% -5% 0% 19 BB+ 

Technology -6% -13% -6% -12% -19% 48 BBB- 

Telecommunications -11% -6% -13% -29% -30% 30 BBB+ 

Transportation cyclical -4% -14% -14% -14% -19% 21 BBB- 

Transportation infrastructure 0% 0% -3% -3% -2% 63 BBB+ 

Utilities -3% -5% -4% -2% -2% 90 BBB+ 

Total corporates -3% -5% -4% -7% -10% 756 BBB- 

Financial Institutions -2% 5% 6% 12% 9% 365 BBB+ 

Insurance 1% 3% 7% 10% 11% 201 A 

Public Finance 6% 19% 18% 17% 16% 100 A 

Sovereign 10% 16% 9% 9% 9% 32 BBB+ 

Total government and  
financial institutions 1% 7% 8% 12% 11% 698 A- 

Total issuers -2% 1% 1% 2% 0% 1,454 BBB+ 

 
Light blue colored cells indicate improvement from prior period, navy blue, deterioration. 
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Appendix 2: Economic data and forecast 
summaries  
 
Table 3 

Australia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook  
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 2.7 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.5 

CPI inflation % 1.9 1.6 1.9 2 2.2 

Unemployment rate % 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 

Policy rate % 1.5 1.17 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Exchange rate (A$ per US$) 0.75 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.67 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 4 

China – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 6.6 6.2 5.7 5.6 5.4 

CPI inflation % 2.1 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1 

Unemployment rate % 3.8 3.6 3.8 3.9 3.9 

Exchange rate (per US$) 6.61 6.91 7.08 7.14 7.19 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 5 

Hong Kong – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 3 -1.4 0.2 2.1 2.0 

CPI inflation % 2.4 2.9 1.9 1.8 2 

Unemployment rate % 2.8 3 3.7 3.6 3.5 

Exchange rate (per US$) 7.84 7.83 7.8 7.8 7.8 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 
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Table 6 

India – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 6.8 5.1 6.5 7.0 7.4 

CPI inflation % 3.4 3.6 4.1 4.2 4.4 

Policy rate % 6.34 5.37 5 5.19 5.25 

Policy rate % (EOP) 6.25 5 5 5.25 5.25 

Exchange rate (per US$) 69.92 70.49 71.88 72.9 74.13 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Data for all years is for fiscal years. For 
India, 2017=FY2017-18, 2018=FY2018-19, 2019 = FY 2019-20, 2020 = FY 2020-21, 2021 = FY 2021-22. 

 

Table 7 

Indonesia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 5.2 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.1 

CPI inflation % 3.2 3.1 3.6 3.8 3.9 

Unemployment rate % 5.2 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.4 

Policy rate % 5 5.66 4.75 4.75 4.75 

Policy rate % (EOP) 5.88 5 4.75 4.75 4.75 

Exchange rate (per US$) 14230.65 14139.87 14227.5 14440 14675 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 8 

Japan – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.8 1.1 

CPI inflation % 1 0.6 1.3 0.9 0.9 

Unemployment rate % 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 

Policy rate % -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 

Policy rate % (EOP) -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 

Exchange rate (per US$) 110.38 108.85 106.75 105.13 103.88 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 
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Table 9 

Malaysia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.6 

CPI Inflation % 1 0.7 1.4 1.5 1.8 

Unemployment rate % 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 

Policy rate % 3.23 3.09 2.75 2.75 2.75 

Policy rate % (EOP) 3.25 3 2.75 2.75 2.75 

Exchange rate (per US$) 4.04 4.14 4.18 4.2 4.15 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 10 

New Zealand – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 2.8 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 

CPI Inflation % 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.9 

Unemployment rate % 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 

Policy rate % 1.75 1.39 0.75 0.75 0.75 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.75 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 

Exchange rate (per US$) 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.63 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 11 

Philippines – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 6.2 6 6.2 6.4 6.7 

CPI inflation % 5.2 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.3 

Unemployment rate % 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.1 5 

Policy rate % 3.64 4.37 3.56 3.63 3.88 

Policy rate % (EOP) 4.62 3.75 3.5 3.75 4 

Exchange rate (per US$) 52.66 51.7 51.31 51.03 50.11 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 
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Table 12 

Singapore – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 3.1 0.7 1.4 2.0 2.1 

CPI inflation % 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.7 1.9 

Unemployment rate % 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.2 

Exchange rate (per US$) 1.35 1.36 1.36 1.35 1.33 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

Table 13 

South Korea – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 2.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.4 

CPI inflation % 1.5 0.3 0.9 1.4 1.6 

Unemployment rate % 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.8 

Policy rate % 1.52 1.57 0.88 0.75 0.75 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.58 1.25 0.75 0.75 0.75 

Exchange rate (per US$) 1100.16 1163.16 1162.75 1151.75 1137 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 

Table 14 

Taiwan – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.2 

CPI inflation % 1.3 0.6 1 0.9 1 

Unemployment rate % 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 

Policy rate % 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 

Exchange rate (per US$) 30.16 30.92 30.38 30.18 29.98 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 
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Table 15 

Thailand – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Real GDP % 4.1 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.4 

CPI inflation % 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 

Unemployment rate % 1.1 1 1 1 0.9 

Policy rate % 1.51 1.59 1 1 1 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.53 1.25 1 1 1 

Exchange rate (per US$) 32.31 31.1 30.31 30.16 30.01 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period 
average. 

 
 
Table 16 

Regional – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
Real GDP (%) 2018 2019f 2020f 2021f 2022f 

Asia Pac 5.3 4.9 4.7 4.8 4.8 

EM Asia 6.0 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 

NIE 2.8 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.1 

ASEAN 5.1 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.8 

§Asia Pac: Australia, Japan, and emerging markets Asia. †EM Asia: emerging markets Asia = China, India, NIEs, and ASEAN. 
‡NIE: Newly Industrialized Economies = Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan; ‡‡ASEAN: Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Thailand; APAC aggregate GDP growth numbers are based on current purchasing power parity GDP weights. 
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